
Sound Spectrogram Spread Packets
STFT SPR

Sound Database

Confusion Matrix

The Sound Database contains 38 english phonemes. 
During the precomputation process, each sample is

turned into a Spectrogram using stft (short time fourier
transform). Then, based on the data from confusion

Matrix, turned into Spread Packets (A unique identity of
Amplitude, pitch, and spread factor).
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Amp, pitch range, spread

Input

Speech Input from 
user is  �rst 
processed through 
          Speech SDK 5.1
for phonemes.

Recognition
Degraded Packets are �rst matched to 
original packets via Dynamic Time 
Warping. Con�dence scores for 
matches are calculated using an HCA 
tree calculated from the Similarity 
Matrix.

SPREAD
SPREAD is a novel agent-based sound perception
model. It simulates how sound features are 
propogated, attenuated, spread and degraded
as they traverse a virtual enviromenet.  
Problem
SPREAD has been demonstrated to work with 100 
di�erent enviroment sounds and can  be the basis of 
agent-enviroment interactions. However 
enviroment sounds are not enough to simulate 
agent-to-agent or user-to-agent interactions.

Less di�erences between phonemes provide a bigger challange in 
the packet generation and matching stage (left: “t” ; right: “ch”).

Goal: A user should be able call the name of an
agent through speech, and the agent will either
respond or not respond based on their location
in the scene.

Pipeline

Speaker

1. Speech Input from User
2. Program �nds a matching 

phoneme from database, and 
propogate precomputed packet. 

Spread
Propogation

3. SPREAD propogates phoneme 
packet in the enviroment. 

4. Sound Degrades as it travels 
through the enviroment and 

bounces o� obstacles

Agent

5. Agent recieves packet
6. Agent tries to perform

Recognition
7. If packet matches agent’s 
name, agent responds with a 

behavior.

Phonemes-Approach

Spoken speech can be 
broken down. The smallest 
unit linguistically is the 
“phoneme. The English lan-
guage consists of about 44 
di�erent phonemes. 

Each agent is givent the shortest name pos-
sible -- one phoneme long. This makes the 
pipeline easy to analyze and debug. 

Future Work

Sample using a logrithmic scheme 
(instead of a uniform scheme) to 
better simulate the biological percep-
tion model.

Implement multiple-phoneme propo-
gation and recognition.

Introduce into the system, a statistics 
based guessing scheme that will pre-
dict the next phoneme in a sequence.

Evaluation

Three agents with the names “t”, “ah”, and 
“m” are located in the scene. each agent was 
able to recognize their name when they are 
called. (In the screen shot, the propogated 
sound is “t”. The agent responds by turning 
red).

However for some phonemes, analysis of 
second or third phoneme matches makes 
very little sense. (ie: when propogating “t”, 
the second match will be the “ei” *eight)
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